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GENERAL FAQSGENERAL FAQSGENERAL FAQS

How to take progress pictures?
First thing is the morning, empty tummy after you’ve gone to the toilet, before you’ve eaten or drank anything. I

usually set my phone to video selfie mode, then I put it on a shelf so that I can see my whole body in it. I set it to

record, I face the camera and hold that for a few seconds, then I turn to the side and hold that, then I turn to the

back and hold that. Then I will just screenshot those poses, and those are my check in photos :) Make sure to wear

a sports bra and underwear. Try use the same ones each week to keep it consistent.

 

How to take measurements?
First thing is the morning, empty tummy after you’ve gone to the toilet, before you’ve eaten or drank anything.

 

My legs/arms are in bits after the gym - DOMS
DOMS: delayed onset muscle soreness is common. It’s from your muscle tearing and trying to repair, that’s what

getting “toned or building muscle is. You don’t have to have DOMS to have had an effective workout, they get less

and less the more you train :)

 

My week is really busy and I'm struggling to find time for the gym.
Don’t put too much pressure on yourself, only do what you can. The minute you start geting stressed

about training is when you stop enjoying it, which is not what I want. Send me quick message and

we’ll try plan your week together or adapt it. The gym isn’t the key to fat-loss, food is!

 

There’s someone using a machine I need, what do I do?
Dont worry about following the training plan in order, gyms ca be busy so work with what you have and come

back to it when its free.

 

I feel pain in one of the exercises- should I push through?
No, if theres any pain or discomfort stop the exercise. If you push through you could end up injuring

yourself. Obviously feeling a burning sensation is different- but pain, no. Send me a quick text and I’ll

try help.

 

Do I have to train every day to see results?
Nope, you don’t even have to train to see results but it helps

 

If I’m using dumbbells do I add the weight together or separate?
No. Two 10kg dumbbells is s�ll 10 kg

 

Do I include the bar weight?
Yes usually the bar is 15kg or 20kg, ask staff at the gym which weight it is. If you have a 20kg bar and

2x10kg plates thats 40kg
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I don’t think my form is correct on some of the exercise - what should I do?
Record a video of you doing the exercise and send it on to me- I can fix form from there :) nobody will

notice you recording and also nobody cares haha

 

Why are rest days important?
Rest days are vey under-rated! You need adequate rest to recover from exercises and to let your body

repair, take 2-3 rest days per week.

How many hours sleep should I be getting a night?

7-8hrs per night

 

What weight should I lift?
This is completely person dependant. I can’t tell you a weight to lift. All I can suggest is for you to go

in, pick up a weight you think you can do, try do the number of sets/reps. If you can do it without a

struggle it is too light. Each week you should be trying to beat the weight you used the last time.

 

How do I track my sessions?
I log all my sessions in the notes section on my phone.
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NUTRITION FAQSNUTRITION FAQSNUTRITION FAQS

What are calories?
Calories are present In all foods. They are made up of macronutrients, Protein, fats and carbohydrates. Protein and

carbohydrate contain 4 calories per gram and Fats contain 9 calories per gram. Calories provide us with energy to do

everything that we do, breathe, sleep, digest, train, walk, type etc.

 

What is a calorie deficit?
A calorie deficit is when you burn more calories than you consume. This is what’s responsible for fat loss.

 

What is a calorie surplus?
A calorie surplus is when you consume more calories than you burn. This is whats responsible for fat gain (not bread, not

carb, not sugar, not fat - just too many calories).

 

What is calorie maintenance?
Calorie maintenance is when you consume the same amount of calories as you burn. This is whats responsible for

maintaining your body, not gaining and not losing.

 

Why is protein important?
Protein is important because In order for us to get that “toned” look, you need to build muscle and it is impossible to build

muscle without protein. When you train, you are tearing muscle fibres and then we are repairing them, which makes your

muscle harder and stronger. Without protein we cannot repair and build muscle. Protein also takes longer to break down

than carbohydrate and fats so it keeps us fuller for longer. Always aim to have some protein in every meal.

 

What are examples of protein rich foods?
All meats, chicken, turkey, beef, pork, eggs, dairy (milk, cheese, 0% greek yogurt ) fish.

 

Should I be worried about my carb/fat/sugar intake?
Absolutely not. As I said - calories are king, protein second. The rest don’t matter in terms of fat loss.

 

Do I need to eat all the calories given to me?
Yes, you need to eat these calories so that we can stay at as high cals as possible. You may struggle for the first few days but

you will adapt and get used to it and will learn tricks to get the calories in. When we keep them as high as we can it makes

dieting easier and allows for social occasions.

 

Do I need to track fruit?
Yes, fruit had lots of micronutrients but track fruit, as fruit is easy to over consume and can vary a lot in calories, eg a punnet

of raspberries might only be 80 cals but a banana is 80-130calories.

 

Do I need to track vegetables?
No, don’t track veg except for potatoes and sweet potatoes. Most veg is fairly low calorie, potatoes are very low Calorie but

its very easy to consume large amounts of potatoes - no one ever gained fat eating too much broccoli.
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Tips to get vegetables in?
I used to hate veg, but I knew it was good for me so I trained myself into liking it. Now I ask for extra in

restaurants! I started with just the bare minimum that I liked (peppers) and started to increase how much I’d put

into curries etc. Then each week I’d add a new veg - courgette, mange touts, green beans, mushrooms. I cut them

up really small and started adding them into things with sauces to hide their taste. Eventually you’ll end up liking

them as they really bulk up a meal.

 

How much water should I drink?
2-3litres EVERY DAY. Buy a big 2 litre bottle of water and carry it with you everywhere. Have the whole thing gone

by the end of the day.

 

Should I be taking any supplements?
Not really, I’d suggest a whey protein or vegan protein supplement if you struggle to reach your protein target. But

it’s not necessary. I buy unflavoured whey for smoothies and I buy Myprotein clear whey isolate to drink on its own.

I used the orange mango flavour.

 

How many steps should I do per day?
It depends on how many you do at present. Track your steps daily for a week and get the average that you do, lets

say its 6000. Next week try get 7000, then 8000 until you can consistently reach 10,000. There is no magic number

but we’re trying to get you a bit more active. If you are only doing 6000 now don’t make the jump to do 10,000

tomorrow because it’s unrealistic and you’ll end up burning yourself out very quickly.

 

Do I need to do cardio?
No cardio is not necessary for fat loss. Cardio is a tool I implement when things start to plateau - so don’t do any

thing extra unless I advise you to.

 

Should I do any extra exercise outside of the programme?
Some light walks to reach your step goal, thats all- but you can reach that by parking further away, taking the stairs,

walking to the shop instead of driving etc.

 

How do I track my food?
You will track your food using MyFitnessPal and a food scales. I’d recommend a digital food scales.

 

Do I track my food as I go?
NO. Track the night before. If you haven’t tracked by the time I go and check, you’ll be getting a message from me.

 

Can I drink alcohol?
Yes you can as long as its tracked. I’d advise to sticking to max once per week (I’d even suggest once per month) it

can hinder your progress more so because you’ll get drunk and forget how many drinks you’ve had etc so you’ll

end up over consuming calories. Also the food after a night out is usually when people mess up, not realising you

could be consuming 1200 calories on a garlic chip and cheese. If you are going to drink make sure you track the

food for the next day before you go out.

 

How to use a food scales?
I suggest using a digital scales as it’s clearer to read and easier to use. If you’re weighing something like cereal,

pop the empty bowl on and click zero, once the scales read zero then start to pour in the amount that you want.

With something like peanut butter thats already in a jar, you pop the jar on (without the lid) then click zero, again

once the scales read zero get your knife or spoon or whatever and take out the measurement you need, eg 15g will

read “-15g”
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Should I weigh food cooked or raw?
I always weigh pasta and rice cooked. I weigh potatoes raw generally. But it doesn’t really matter as long as you

stick to the same method throughout. Remember when your searching on MFP to type in

“pasta cooked” “potatoes raw” etc.

 

What about the hangover?
The hangover is another reason why I would try to avoid drinking too often. Typically when you are hungover the

last thing you want to do is track food and eat well. So track the night before and plan to have foods that you would

usually have on a hangover. If you would usually get pizza, track it In but maybe go for the lighter pizza and leave

out the sides. Don’t worry about protein on a hangover just worry about the calories. Theres no point in saying

you’re gonna cook super healthy etc so you may aswell preempt it and work with yourself rather than against. If

you do wake up and still want to cook then great, don’t order the pizza and cook what you want, but at least you’ll

have prepared for worst case scenario. (ps don’t forget to track the garlic dip- dominos garlic dip is 80 cals per little

pot) I have a highlight on my instagram page about how to prepare for a hangover, definitely check that out - it’s a

life saver!

 

Can I eat out?
Yes you can as long as it’s tracked. Often restaurants go heavy on the oils, butters etc when cooking so make sure

to track in extra oil. Eg if you’ve ordered chicken and chips - chicken breast (cooked in oil), chips (cooked in oil)

you might have just tracked the chicken and chips which might have came to 700 cals but the oil will bring it up to

1000 calories. Be careful with hidden calories.

 

What do I do if I'm having cravings?
Eat what you are craving but just make it fit into your calories. Every day I will preempt that I will want a treat after

dinner so I always allow 200-300 calories for chocolate. No point in me preplanning ahead and saying no I won’t

have chocolate tomorrow because that’s going to make me want it even more. Work WITH yourself, not AGAINST.

 

Do I need to track oil?
YES. Oil has 120cals per 15g, chances of you only using 15g in your frying pan are slim! They can be very sneaky

calories. When you are eating out always add in extra oil into what you’ve tracked on MFP, it’ll cover you for any

miscalculations.

 

Do I need to track dressings/sauces?
I wouldn’t worry about things like ketchup, but I would definitely track mayo, vingerette, salad dressings and jarred

sauces, these again can have a lot of hidden calories.

 

Do I need to track herbs/spices?
Nope, use as much as you like!

 

Do I need to track tea/coffee?
Not if you are taking them black or without sugar or with sweetener. If you are having cream, full milk,

latte, cappuccino etc then yes. A reg cappuccino can end up being about 200 cals. Opt for a skinny

coffee/coconut/soy/almond milk instead.

 

Do I track fizzy drinks?
If they are zero cal/diet or like 10 cals then no don’t bother, if its a normal Coke, Fanta etc then yes.
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I get really bad cravings on my period?
SO, if you already know that you get crave around your period, plan in advance. You know you are going to want

chocolate, carby comfort food, so instead of killing the craving, satisfy it by giving yourself what you actually want.

This will further improve your relationship with food and your much less likely to binge this way.

 

I’m going out for a meal and I don’t know how to begin to track it, what should I do?
Send me a message, it’s what I’m here for! Look up the menu in advance and I’ll walk you through it.

 

Is caffeine ok?
Yes caffeine is ok, but I would monitor how much you are consuming. Caffeine has a half life of 6hours

in your system. This means if you have a coffee/monster etc at 3pm at 9pm half of that caffeine

content is still being processed. This can affect your sleep, your ability to stay asleep and your ability

to enter REM- a very important part of recovery etc. Therefore you may be even more stressed the next

day and this in turn can lead to poor food choices which may cause you to over eat. Try cut caffeine

out by about 12pm if possible.

 

 


